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ABSTRACT

Aims. The first relativistic solar proton event of solar cycle 25 (SC25) was detected on 28 October 2021 by neutron monitors (NMs)
on the ground and particle detectors onboard spacecraft in the near-Earth space. This is the first ground level enhancement (GLE) of
the current cycle. A detailed reconstruction of the NM response together with the identification of the solar eruption that generated
these particles is investigated based on in-situ and remote-sensing measurements.
Methods. In-situ proton observations from a few MeV to ∼500 MeV were combined with the detection of a solar flare in soft X-rays
(SXRs), a coronal mass ejection (CME), radio bursts and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) observations to identify the solar origin of the
GLE. Timing analysis was performed and a relation to the solar sources was outlined.
Results. GLE73 reached a maximum particle rigidity of ∼2.4 GV and is associated with type III, type II, type IV radio bursts and an
EUV wave. A diversity of time profiles recorded by NMs was observed. This points to an anisotropic nature of the event. The peak
flux at E>10 MeV was only ∼ 30 pfu and remained at this level for several days. The release time of ≥1 GV particles was found to be
∼15:40 UT. GLE73 had a moderately hard rigidity spectrum at very high energies (γ ∼5.5). Comparison of GLE73 to previous GLEs
with similar solar drivers is performed.

Key words. solar–terrestrial relations – coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – solar energetic particles (SEPs) – solar flares – solar activity
– ground level enhancements

1. Introduction

Ground Level Enhancements (GLEs) represent the high-energy
tail of Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events. GLEs require accel-
eration processes capable of producing ≥ 1 GV (in rigidity) par-
ticles with sufficient intensity to allow their secondary products
to reach the terrestrial ground and be detected by neutron mon-
itors (NMs) (e.g. Poluianov et al. 2017, and references therein).
Due to their fast propagation, relativistic protons in GLEs are
particularly useful for the identification of SEP sources at the
Sun (Aschwanden 2012). The relationship between manifesta-
tions of solar activity and energetic protons has been investigated
in a series of works (e.g. Belov et al. 2005; Gopalswamy et al.
2012; Mäkelä et al. 2015; Firoz et al. 2019; Kouloumvakos et al.
2019). However, given the relation of GLEs to both strong solar
flares and fast and wide CMEs, usually, their acceleration site
cannot be unambiguously identified. Detailed studies of specific
GLE events have been conducted (e.g. Bombardieri et al. 2008;
Mishev et al. 2018) but the conditions and processes that lead
to such strong SEP events are still not completely understood.
GLEs usually have a gradual proton component with E>10 MeV
that lasts for several days and leads to a significant SEP peak
flux. Hence GLEs are thought to be dominated by CME-driven
shocks (see, e.g., Kahler et al. 2012; Nitta et al. 2012). On the

other hand, studies of the timing of GLE events have shown evi-
dence for two distinct components, with one being driven by re-
connection processes leading to the so-called prompt component
(PC) and the other associated with the expanding CME-driven
shock that gives ground to the delayed component (DC) (e.g.
Vashenyuk et al. 2006; McCracken et al. 2008; Moraal & Mc-
Cracken 2012). Therefore, until today the debate about the exact
nature of GLE mechanisms is still ongoing (see e.g. Kouloum-
vakos et al. 2020; Kocharov et al. 2021).

GLEs are rare (i.e. only 73 events in ∼ 80 years of obser-
vations)1 with a rate of ∼ 0.9 events per year (Vainio et al.
2017). These events have been primarily recorded by NMs on
the ground, and their lower energy components were seen by
spacecraft in the near-Earth space. Thus, their analysis was ham-
pered by the lack of identification in other vantage points within
the heliosphere. However, in recent years, with the launch of the
Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) twin mission
(Kaiser et al. 2008) and the landing of the Mars Science Lab-
oratory (MSL) on Mars (Grotzinger et al. 2012), GLE71 (17
May 2012) & GLE72 (10 September 2017) have been identi-
fied and investigated as multi-spacecraft events (see e.g. Rouil-
lard et al. 2016; Battarbee et al. 2018; Guo et al. 2018; Cohen

1 https://gle.oulu.fi/
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& Mewaldt 2018). Adding to this, GLEs have only been inves-
tigated based on recordings made in the inner heliosphere for a
handful of cases (e.g. Cliver 2006; Reames et al. 2013). Nonethe-
less, missions of the present day like Solar Orbiter (SolO; Müller
et al. 2020), Parker Solar Probe (PSP; Fox et al. 2016) and Bepi-
Colombo (Benkhoff et al. 2010) may provide a new view on open
scientific questions on the origin of relativistic particles since
those offer concurrent measurements of protons and comple-
mentary electromagnetic observations at a set of vantage points
in the inner heliosphere. The present letter combines measure-
ments of GLE73 –the first such event recorded in SC25– at the
near-Earth space and on the ground together with observations
of the CME evolution, context solar information and modelling
of SEPs based on NM recordings.

2. Observations

2.1. Overview

The first GLE event (GLE73) of SC25 was observed by sev-
eral neutron monitors around the Earth (see Table C.1), on 28
October 2021. Figure 1 shows an overview of observations dur-
ing the GLE73 event. The peak intensity was maximum for the
two conventional NM stations located on the Antartic plateau,
∼7.3% for DOMC (Dome C NM at Concordia station) and
5.4% for SOPO (South Pole). Bare (lead-free) NMs at the same
sites detected a higher response (14.0% for DOMB and 6.6%
for SOPB). Energetic protons were also observed by the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)/Energetic and Relativis-
tic Nuclei and Electron (ERNE) (Torsti et al. 1995) at a range
of energies (see Appendix A). Figure 1 (b) depicts three proton
channels of ERNE. GLE73 was associated with an X1.0 class
flare starting at 15:17 UT and peaking at 15:35 UT (see Figure 1
(c)). The source active region NOAA AR12887 was located at
W02S26 (in Heliographic Stonyhurst (HGS) coordinate system
at 15:20 UT) as observed by Earth’s viewpoint. In addition, from
metric to kilo-metric wavelengths (radio domain) type III, type
II and IV radio bursts were also observed in association with
the solar event. In particular, the start time of the first type III
is marked at 15:28 UT (see Figure 1(d)) which further coincides
with the start of a type II radio burst2. The group of type III bursts
is evident from ∼15:30-15:50 UT, whereas a metric type IV ra-
dio burst is also marked at ∼15:37 UT (see the inset in Figure
1(d)).

2.2. The CME and the EUV wave

GLE73 was also associated with an Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV)
wave that was observed in the low corona by EUV imagers
(i.e. the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) of Solar Dy-
namics Observatory (SDO; Lemen et al. 2011) and (STEREO-
A/EUVI; Howard et al. 2008)), and a CME and white light
(WL) shock wave that was observed higher in the corona by the
SOHO/LASCO (Brueckner et al. 1995) and STEREO-A coro-
nagraphs (Howard et al. 2008). In Figure 2, we show remote-
sensing observations during the solar event. EUV observations
show a classic picture of an EUV wave, namely a circular prop-
agating bright front, to form at ∼15:28 UT. The EUV wave ex-
panded coherently toward every direction and evolved clearly as
a global wave from the Earth’s viewpoint, engulfing the visible
disk by 16:20 UT (see the complementary movie).

2 http://soleil.i4ds.ch/solarradio/data/BurstLists/
2010-yyyy_Monstein/2021/e-CALLISTO_2021_10.txt

Fig. 1. GLE73 on 28 October 2021. From (a) to (d): The increase (%)
of several NMs based on 5-min de-trended NM data; the SOHO/ERNE
proton flux. The SXRs flux observed by GOES, denoting an X1.0 solar
flare (red curve; left axis).The black dashed vertical line corresponds to
the start time of the flare. The height of the WL shock’s is shown with
the magenta squares from measurements at the plane-of-sky near the
CME leading-edge. The dashed blue line is a linear fit to the height and
extrapolated back to the surface of the Sun. The dynamic radio spectrum
was observed by Wind/WAVES. The dashed black line corresponds to
the start time of the identified type III burst at ∼15:28 UT. The inset
figure denotes the type II burst (in blue), the storm of type III bursts (in
magenta) and the type IV burst (in green).

The CME was well observed by two different spacecraft,
namely STEREO-A and SOHO, that were separated by 38◦
(see also Figure A.1). At LASCO/C2 and STEREO-A/COR1 the
CME was observed for the first time at 15:48 UT (at ∼2.83 R�
and a Position Angle (PA): ∼185◦) and at 15:36 UT (at ∼1.91 R�
and PA:∼230◦), respectively. Both viewpoints reveal the emer-
gence of a broad CME forming a halo and a clear pressure wave
in front moving faster than the erupting plasma. The wave ap-
pears to interact with coronal streamers located on the CME
flanks (see Figure 2). There is also a narrow and slow CME
that erupted a few hours before GLE73, from an AR located
just behind the west solar limb. The west flank of the WL pres-
sure/shock seems to interact with the southern section of this
previous CME’s legs. From a linear fit to the height-time mea-
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Fig. 2. Selected snapshots of EUV and WL coronagraphic observations before and during the GLE73 event on 28 October 2021. The left panel
shows a running-difference image in EUV from SDO/AIA at 193 Å. The EUV wave is encircled to indicate its location. The footpoints of the
Parker spirals connected to PSP (purple), STEREO-A (red), SolO (blue), and Earth (green) are shown with the coloured crosses. Most of the
footpoints of the magnetic field lines connected to Earth (from PFSS) gather close to the region highlighted with a green circle. We indicate the
location of ARs that the pressure/shock wave interacted during its expansion. The middle and right panels show running-difference images from
LASCO-C2 and STEREO-A/COR2 coronagraphs, respectively. We outline the location of the shock wave and indicate the CME. We indicate the
locations that the pressure/shock wave interacted with coronal streamers (SI) and the previous CME (P-CME).

surements, we obtained a plane-of-sky CME speed at its leading-
edge (PA:∼185◦) of the combined LASCO/C2 & C3 field of
view of ∼1240±40 km/s (see Figure 1(c)). At the same direc-
tion we obtained for the WL shock a plane-of-sky speed of
∼1640±40 km/s.

Fig. 3. Viewing directions of neutron monitors in the GSE coordinates
at around the onset of GLE73 at 15:50 UT on 28 October 2021. Geo-
magnetic conditions were slightly disturbed (Kp = 1.0). The color lines,
acronyms and numbers depict the asymptotic directions, NM stations
and rigidities at a range 1-5 GV, respectively. The line of equal pitch
angles relative to the anisotropy axis is plotted for 30◦ for the sunward
direction (solid black line) and for 150◦ for the anti-sunward direction
(dashed black line), respectively.

2.3. Neutron Monitor Data

During GLE73 differences in the time profiles of the cosmic-
ray intensity are evident, as revealed by the Fort Smith
(FSMT), Dome C Concordia (DOMC), South Pole (SOPO),
Oulu (OULU) and Peawanuck (PWNK) NMs presented in Fig-
ure 1 (a). Herein, we use five-minute integrated de-trended NM
data retrieved from the international GLE database3. NM data
are also presented in the neutron monitor database (NMDB).
One can see that the event revealed a typical gradual increase

3 https://gle.oulu.fi/

and moderate anisotropy (see details in Sections 3.1 & 3.4) dur-
ing the onset since a moderate count-rate increase is recorded
by stations looking in the sunward direction (FSMT, PWNK,
SOPO). As can be seen in Figure 1, during GLE73 the flux re-
mained above the background level for almost 4.5 hours. The
NM situated at high-altitude polar stations, i.e. DOMC and
SOPO recorded the greatest count rate increases. The rapid rise
as shown by the FSMT, SOPO and PWNK NMs intensity time-
profile (Figure 1) indicates that energetic protons had reasonable
access to the Sun-Earth-connecting field lines. For twelve NMs
and the two bare NMs the onset and peak time, as well as the
maximum increase (in %) were calculated using the de-trended
NM data (Usoskin et al. 2020), as discussed in Appendix C. All
results are presented in Table C.1.

3. Results

3.1. Modeling the neutron monitors response

The analysis of GLEs based on NM data consists of several con-
secutive steps (see Smart et al. 2000). The detailed description of
the model used in this work is given in Mishev et al. (2014) and
Mishev & Poluianov (2021). A method that has been recently
applied to a series of GLEs (i.e. Mishev et al. 2017, 2018). Fig-
ure 3 shows the calculated viewing directions of the NMs used
in this analysis at around the onset of GLE73 (15:50 UT) for par-
ticles of 1 to 5 GV, accordingly 0.7– 5 GV for the high-altitude
polar NMs, whilst in the analysis the rigidity range up to 20 GV
was implied. The FSMT, SOPO, PWNK and Nain (NAIN) NMs
possess viewing directions that are close to the nominal sunward
direction, whilst Inuvik (INVK) NM had viewing direction close
to the nominal anti-sunward direction. The SOPO and FSMT
NMs observed an earlier onset, with a more rapid rise being ex-
hibited by FSMT and PWNK, while INVK revealed gradual rise.
Naturally, it is related to the location of those station(s).

Employing the model presented in Appendix C, we derived
the spectra (see Eq. (C.1)), pitch-angle distribution (PAD) and
apparent source (see Eq. (C.2)) position of the solar protons dur-
ing the main phase of GLE73. The spectra gradually softened in
the course of the event, specifically during the initial and main
phases of the event, the latter corresponding to about 17:30–
18:20 UT, that is during the peak intensity of the event (e.g.
see the discussion in Mishev et al. 2021). The results are pre-
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sented in Figure 4 and the details are given in Table C.2. The
derived spectra are moderately hard with moderate steepening
(δγ). Moreover, we derived moderately anisotropic angular dis-
tribution fitted with a function similar to a Gaussian, without
any signature of protons arriving from the anti-sunward direc-
tion, nor a complicated PAD as depicted in Mishev et al. (2014).
The derived angular distribution gradually broadens during the
main phase of the event.

Fig. 4. Derived SEP rigidity spectra (left panel) and PADs (right panel)
during GLE73 on 28 October 2021. The solid black line denotes the
galactic cosmic ray flux, which corresponds to the time period of the
GLE 73 occurrence (see text for details). All time in the legend are in
UT and refer to the start of the corresponding five minute interval over
which the data are integrated.

3.2. In-situ particles

GLE73 was clearly recorded by particle instruments on near-
Earth orbiting spacecraft such as ERNE onboard SOHO, the
Space Environment in Situ Suite (SEISS) on Geostationary Op-
erational Environmental Satellite (GOES) (Kress et al. 2020) and
the High Energy Telescope (HET) of the Energetic Particle De-
tector (EPD) on Solar Orbiter (SolO) (Rodríguez-Pacheco et al.
2020). Figure 1(b) shows the recordings from SOHO/ERNE for
a set of three energy channels with an effective energy of 15.4,
29.1 & 57.4 MeV. Figure A.2 in Appendix A shows the 5-min
averaged recordings of solar particles on GOES/SEISS [6.5-500
MeV]; SOHO/ERNE [15.4-57.4 MeV] and SolO/HET [13.68-
89.46 MeV] together with the recordings of the BCB-counter of
SolO/HET [E>157 MeV; (see details in Freiherr von Forstner
et al. 2021)]. In addition, Figure A.1 shows the relative position
of spacecraft at 15:15 UT and indicates that in addition to GOES
and SOHO, SolO was also close to Earth at a distance of 0.80 AU
(astronomical units).

3.3. Relation to solar sources

For the first arriving particles it is possible to perform time-
shifting analysis (TSA; Vainio et al. 2013) to infer their release
time at the Sun (Solar Release Time; SRT). A low-end energy
limit of particles recorded by a sea level NM station is ∼1 GV
(i.e. 433 MeV) thus the corresponding mean velocity for such
energetic protons would be u = 0.73c. For GLE73 particles with
rigidities up to ∼2.4 GV (1.6 GeV) have been identified, with
a mean velocity of u = 0.93c. The length of the Parker spiral L
can be computed based on the solar wind speed during the event.
During GLE73, the solar wind speed was slow VS W=300 km/s,

leading to L = 1.28 AU. For the first arriving particles we as-
sume scatter-free propagation and calculated the expected SRT
of the relativistic protons, trel, adding 500s for comparison with
remote-sensing measurements at 1 AU (e.g. radio observations)
(Papaioannou et al. 2014). For SOPO NM station, that regis-
tered the earlier onset, we obtained tonset = 15:45 UT (see Table
C.1). The travel time of the relativistic protons of ∼2.4 GV was
calculated to be ∼11 min and the corresponding anticipated trel
∼15:42 UT. For a set of rigidities ≥1 GV trel ranges from 15:39-
15:42 UT. Since 5-min resolution NM data are used, there is a
5-min uncertainty in these calculations.

From SDO/AIA images we track the expansion of the EUV
wave toward the footpoints of the magnetic field lines connected
to Earth that we determined using the Potential Field Source Sur-
face (PFSS) model and global photospheric magnetic maps (see
Appendix B). We find that the footpoints were located ∼72◦ west
from AR12887. The release time of the relativistic particles for
the GLE73 seems to connect well to the time that the EUV wave
passed by the location of the footpoints magnetically connected
to Earth (see Figure B.1 at ∼15:39 UT). Comparing with the
SXR and radio observations, we find that the release of ∼2.4 GV
particles (∼15:42 UT) is ∼5 minutes after the flare peak time and
12 minutes after the start of the first type III and the type II ra-
tio burst (Figure 1). Around the release time of energetic protons
(R≥ 1GV which ranges between ∼15:39-15:42 UT) there is ra-
dio emission from a group of the type IIIs and a moving type VI
radio bursts (see Figure 1). At the release time of the ∼2.4 GV
particles the WL shock is located at a height of ∼2.32 R�. Table
B.1 provides a timeline of events during GLE73 based on the
measurements and calculations.

3.4. Comparison with other GLEs

There are only 5 GLEs since 1976 that were associated with
an ≤X1.0 SXR flare (i.e. GLE30, GLE32, GLE58, GLE62 &
GLE71). However, only GLE58 is associated with a central
(E09) X1.0 flare. Figure 5 shows the time distribution of all
GLEs since 1976 with respect to E>10 MeV proton peak flux
IP detected by the series of GOES satellites. Despite the sim-
ilar flare flux and position, GLE58 (orange square) has an IP
6.7 times larger than GLE73 (red square). GLE40 & GLE50
(purple squares) have similar IP (∼30 pfu) but both were limb
events (>W85). Around the time of release of the 2.4 GV parti-
cles the height of the CME and the WL shock was ∼1.84 R� and
∼2.32 R�, respectively. Both values are lower than the mean val-
ues reported for other poorly connected GLEs (see Gopalswamy
et al. 2012). Also the median plane-of-sky (projected) speed for
GLEs is ∼1810 km/s (see Gopalswamy et al. 2012) whereas the
GLE73 CME speed from LASCO C2 & C3 was estimated to be
∼1240 km/s and the plane-of-sky speed of the WL shock was
∼1640 km/s.

4. Conclusions

In this work a summary of observations for GLE73 that took
place on 28 October 2021 –the first such event of SC25– is pre-
sented. Detailed modeling and reconstruction of the spectral and
angular characteristics of high-energy SEPs in the vicinity of the
Earth was performed. Ground-based NMs, together with space-
borne data were employed in the corresponding data analysis.
One of the characteristic aspects of this GLE is its association
with a central-disk (W02) X1.0 flare (fairly untypical for GLEs)
and a CME (of ∼1240 km/s) driving a WL shock (of ∼1640
km/s). The main results of the study are:
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Fig. 5. Peak proton flux (IP) at E>10 MeV for GLEs occurring in
1976–2021 (blue squares). GLE58 (orange square), GLE40 & GLE50
(purple squares) and GLE73 (red square) are indicated (see text). Mean
(1850 pfu) and median (321 pfu) values of the peak proton flux are pre-
sented as pink dashed horizontal lines. Monthly and smoothed monthly
sunspot numbers are shown as grey and black lines.

1. During the main phase of GLE73 the rigidity spectrum
was moderately hard (γ ∼5.5), with significant steepness
δγ ∼0.4. During this stage of the event the derived PAD was
relatively wide (σ2 ≈4.5 rad2).

2. The event was characterized by a directional particle flux ar-
riving from the sunward direction, hence GLE73 was char-
acterized by a relatively strong anisotropy.

3. The SRT of the very high energy particles was found to be
∼15:40 UT and around this SRT the CME-driven shock was
located at a height of ∼2.32 (±0.2) R�.

4. Timing of the EUV wave evolution towards the field lines
magnetically connected to Earth and the inferred release time
of high energy protons seem to be in good agreement.
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Appendix A: Near Earth measurements of the SEP
event of 28 October 2021

At the time of the GLE73, SolO, STEREO-A, and PSP were
trailing Earth by -3◦, -38◦ and -54◦, respectively, while Bepi-
Colombo was leading Earth by 90◦. Figure A.1 shows the posi-
tions of various spacecraft at the heliosphere and the Parker spi-
rals connecting at each location. A measured solar wind speed
was used for each spacecraft when available4, or else a speed of
350 km/s was assumed. Using the measured solar wind speeds
shown at the legend of Figure A.1, for Earth, STEREO-A, and
SolO, we calculated the location of the footpoints of the nominal
Parker spirals. The footpoints connected to Earth, STEREO-A,
and SolO were located at W81N05, W31N07, and W63N02, re-
spectively (in HGS system at 15:20 UT).

Fig. A.1. A view of the ecliptic plane from solar north showing the
positions of various spacecraft on 28 October 2021 at 15:15 UT. The
Parker spirals are shown for each spacecraft. From the Solar MAgnetic
Connection Haus tool (https://solar-mach.github.io/).

GLE73 was clearly recorded by near-Earth spacecraft GOES
and SOHO, as well as, SolO that was in a favorable position to
record it. The analysis of GLE73 using all heliospheric vantage
points is beyond the scope of this letter, and we concentrate in-
stead on the near-Earth spacecraft and SolO, which is the least
separated from Earth (see Figure A.1). The time history of SEP
measurements during the GLE73 as recorded (from top to bot-
tom) from GOES/SEISS [6.5-500 MeV], SOHO/ERNE [15.4-
57.4 MeV] and SolO/HET [13.68-89.46 MeV & BCB-counter
[E>157 MeV; counts/min] (Freiherr von Forstner et al. 2021)]
are presented in Figure A.2. High energy protons at each space-
craft (all indicated with a red line in each panel) seem to have
a prompt increase, with GOES/P10 (275-500 MeV) having an
onset time at 15:55 UT, SOHO/ERNE (at 57.4 MeV) records
the event at 16:18 UT and the BCB-counter of SolO (Figure
A.2, third panel from the top; brown line) has an onset time at
15:40 UT. Note, however, that at the lowest energies, there seems
to be some high-energy contamination in the GOES channels
(see Figure A.2, top panel).

4 For SolO we used the solar wind speed during October 30 before the
shock arrival.

Fig. A.2. Energetic particle recordings of GLE73 in the near Earth
space, (from top to bottom) 5-min averaged GOES/SEISS differential
fluxes; SOHO/ERNE fluxes and SolO/HET measurements including the
recordings of the SolO/HET/BCB-counter.

Appendix B: Magnetic connectivity using the PFSS
model

Since the magnetic configurations in the low corona are more
complex than the simple Parker spiral model employed in Fig-
ure 2, we also used the PFSS model and global photospheric
magnetic maps to calculate the magnetic field configuration in
the low corona5(Rouillard et al. 2020). This gives some further
context to the magnetic connectivity of Earth. For the input mag-
netic maps we used the maps provided by the Air Force Data As-
similative Photospheric Flux Transport (ADAPT) model (Arge
et al. 2013). The ADAPT maps are global magnetograms of the
photospheric magnetic flux. Then we used the PFSS model and
the global maps of the radial magnetic field at the photosphere
and calculated the magnetic field from the solar surface to the
3.0 R� which is the assumed height of the source surface. From
the location of the footpoint of the Parker spiral at the source
surface we determined the field lines connected to Earth. We
found that most of the footpoints of the magnetic field lines con-
nected to Earth gather to the west from the AR12886 which was
located at W59S19, (e.g., ∼57◦ west from AR12887). Specifi-
cally, we found that the average location of the footpoints was
at W74S25 and they sparsed for about 10◦ from this location. In
addition, Figure B.1 provides the combined outputs of PFSS and
the evolution of the EUV wave at the inferred release time (i.e.
15:39 UT) of the high energy particles (≥1 GV).

5 http://connect-tool.irap.omp.eu/
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Fig. B.1. Evolution of the EUV wave and PFSS magnetic field lines for
Earth (green) are presented at ∼15:39 UT. The location of the helio-
spheric current sheet is shown with the red line.

Table B.1. Timeline of events for GLE73.

Event Time [UT]
SXR onset 15:17 (1min)
Type II onset 15:28 (1sec)
Type III onset (first of the group) 15:28 (1sec)
EUV wave formation 15:28 (1min)
SXR peak 15:35 (1min)
CME first observation in STEREO-A/COR1 15:36 (∼5min)
Type IV (m) 15:37 (1min)
SPR Time (≥1 GV) 15:39 (5min)
EUV wave connection to Earth 15:40 (1min)
SolO/BCB onset (at E>157 MeV) 15:40 (5min)
GLE onset at South Pole 15:45 (5min)
CME first observation in LASCO/C2 15:48 (∼12min)
GOES/P10 onset (at 275-500 MeV) 15:55 (5min)
SOHO/ERNE onset (at 57.4 MeV) 16:18 (5min)
Notes. All times are Earth times and propagation times for elec-
tromagnetic emissions have been considered in this table as ex-
plained in the text. The numbers in parenthesis denote the time
resolution of the measurements used.

Appendix C: Analysis of Neutron Monitor
measurements

Measurements Inspection of the NM data from various stations
around the world indicated the presence of particles with a rigid-
ity up to ∼2 GV. Newark NM, with a vertical cut-off rigidity
of 2.4 GV, recorded an increase of marginal significance that
may or may not be related to GLE73. The de-trended NM data
(Usoskin et al. 2020) were used in the study. Essentially, the de-
trended data account for smooth temporal variability in the base-
line, allowing for a clear estimation of the contribution of solar
particles in GLEs, free from the effect of short-time variability of
galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) due to interplanetary transients and
local anisotropy. Figure C.1 illustrates the recordings of Calgary
(GALG) NM and shows that GLE73 in the recordings of this sta-
tion occurred on the background of a strong diurnal wave caused
by the local GCR anisotropy.

Moreover, the anisotropy is usually assessed by a direct com-
parison of count rates of northern and southern near-polar NMs.
For GLE73 we compared the count rate of two sub-polar NMs,
namely Thule (THUL) and Jang Bogo (JBGO), both of which
have similar characteristics (i.e. R = 0.30 GV and altitude of 260

Fig. C.1. Pressure-corrected count rate (5-min data between 12–24 UT
of 28-Oct-2021, and hourly otherwise) of Calgary NM, in percent with
respect to the pre-increase level of 353 cnts/sec (13–15 UT of 28-Oct-
2021) as indicated by the black dotted line. The red dashed line depicts
a parabolic-shaped GCR background due to the diurnal wave, with re-
spect to which the GLE strength is calculated. The data is available at
IGLED.

m & 30 m, respectively). This comparison directly indicates the
presence (or not) of north-south anisotropy. As it can be seen in
Figure C.2 the difference (red line) remained close to 0% (mean
= 0.02%, median = 0.06%) during GLE73 and thus the com-
parison does not reveal any significant north-south anisotropy
component.

Fig. C.2. Evaluation of north-south anisotropy of SEPs during GLE73.
CR variations using two sub-polar stations THUL (North, blue line) and
JBGO (South, black line) and their corresponding difference (red line).

Additionally, in case of an isotropic GLE, high latitude NMs
situated at altitudes near the sea level should display almost the
same increases caused by SEPs. There are 11 such NM stations
with a nominal cut-off rigidity RC <1.4 GV (Kurt et al. 2019).
Figure C.3 shows a comparison of the averaged data of 8 of
these stations (blue line) against the recordings of the FSMT NM
(black line). The fact that FSMT is the only NM which shows a
larger increase compared to all other high latitude stations indi-
cates a moderate longitudinal anisotropy of GLE73 in the first
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∼2 hrs of the event. As it can be seen in Figure C.3 the differ-
ence (red line) had a maximum of ∼3(±0.72)% during GLE73 at
around ∼16:40-16:50 UT (mean = 0.92%, median = 0.87%).

Fig. C.3. Evaluation of high latitude NMs during GLE73. CR variations
using FSMT NM (black solid line) and the mean of 8 high latitude NMs
(blue solid line) and their corresponding difference (red line). The blue
and the pink ribbons depict the 1-σ error.

Table C.1 provides the characteristics (onset, peak time and
maximum increase (%)) of GLE73. Column 1 provides the
name (conventional acronym) of the NM used in the analysis,
column 2 the GLE onset time (in UT), column 3 the peak time
(also in UT), and column 4 the maximum increase (in %) of
the NM station. All products were calculated based on 5-min
de-trended NM data (Usoskin et al. 2020). Although, finer time
resolution data (i.e. 1-min) would in principal facilitate a better
relation to the solar source, the statistical fluctuations for such a
moderate GLE, however, would be too large. DOMC and SOPO
as high-altitude and high-latitude stations with a vertical cut-off
rigidity of 0.10 GV, allow the registration of lower energy
particles compared to the bulk of NMs, that is, they are more
sensitive (Kuwabara et al. 2006; Mishev & Poluianov 2021).
As a result, these NMs recorded the most intense flux during
GLE73 compared to all other NMs. At the same time the bare
NMs at these locations (i.e. DOMB & SOPB) recorded the most
pronounced signals of solar particles for GLE73 (see Table C.1).

Calculation of the asymptotic directions A straightforward
computation of the rigidity cut-offs and asymptotic directions
of the allowed trajectories (Cooke et al. 1991) requires a
combination of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF) geomagnetic model (Alken et al. 2021) for the internal
field model with the Tsyganenko 89 model for the external
field (Tsyganenko 1989). All computations of the particle
transport in the geomagnetic field were performed with the
MAGNETOCOSMICS code (Desorgher 2005). It is plausible
to assume that the first nearly relativistic protons arriving in the
vicinity of the Earth propagate along the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF). Therefore, a NM whose asymptotic cone is aligned
nearly to the IMF is expected to register the earliest signal over
the background, that is the event onset, and possibly the greatest
count rate increase (Bombardieri et al. 2008; Papaioannou et al.

Table C.1. Characteristics of GLE73 as recorded by Neutron Monitors
(NMs).

Neutron Rc† Onset Peak Increase
Monitor (GV) Time (UT) Time (UT) (%)
DOMB 0.01 16:00∗ 18:15 14.0
SOPB 0.09 15:50 16:30 6.64

DOMC 0.01 16:00∗ 18:10 7.30
SOPO 0.09 15:45 17:00 5.40

PWNK 0.16 15:55 16:20 5.10
FSMT 0.38 15:50 16:40 4.97
CALG 1.08 15:45 16:05 5.01
SNAE 0.56 16:15∗ 17:20 4.86
KERG 1.01 16:05 16:50 4.15
INVK 0.16 16:05 17:55 3.55
TERA 0.02 16:20∗ 17:50 3.28
OULU 0.69 15:55∗ 17:00 3.24
YKTK 1.65? 16:05∗ 16:35 3.10
THUL 0.10 16:15∗ 18:55 2.83

Notes. The de-trended NM data from the International GLE
(IGLE) database are being used. The top two rows refer to the
bare NMs while the rest to the conventional NMs.
† from Mishev & Usoskin (2020)
? from Yakutsk NM
∗ ambiguous due to data fluctuations

2014).

Modeling the response of neutron monitors In the model em-
ployed in this work, a modified power-law rigidity spectrum of
SEPs is assumed:

J‖(P) = J0(P)(γ+δγ(P−1)) (C.1)

where J‖(P) is the particle flux arriving from the Sun along the
symmetry axis, whose direction is defined by the geographic co-
ordinate angles Λ and ψ, γ is the power-law spectral exponent at
a rigidity P = 1 GV, and δγ is the rate of the spectrum steepening.
The pitch angle distribution (PAD) is assumed to be similar to a
Gaussian:

G(α(P)) ∼ exp(−α2/σ2) (C.2)

where α is the pitch angle, and σ is the parameter that corre-
sponds to the width of the pitch angle distribution. The pitch
angle is defined as the angle between the asymptotic direction
and the axis of anisotropy. Note that a steady convergence and
reliable solution are usually obtained when the merit function
D, that is the residual according to Mishev et al. (2021) is ∼
5, yet for weak events it can be about 12–15 (e.g. for details
see Vashenyuk et al. 2006; Mishev et al. 2021, and the discus-
sion therein) (see Table C.2). For the GCR spectrum we em-
ployed a parametrisation based on the force-field model (Glee-
son & Axford 1968), the full details are given in Usoskin et al.
(2005), where the local interstellar spectrum (LIS) is consid-
ered according to Vos & Potgieter (2015). The modulation is
considered following the procedure by Usoskin et al. (2017).
Here, the modelling of the NM response is performed with a
new altitude-dependent NM yield function (Mishev et al. 2020),
that is, each NM is modelled with a yield function correspond-
ing to the exact station altitude, leading to significant improve-
ment of the unfolding procedure compared to previous studies
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Table C.2. Derived spectral and angular characteristics during several stages of GLE 73 on 28 October 2021.

Integration interval J0 γ δγ σ Ψ Λ D

[UT] [m−2 s−1 sr−1 GV−1] [rad 2] [degrees] [degrees] [%]
16:00–16:05 77000 4.2 1.2 2.8 -12.0 -127 21.0
16:15–16:20 82000 4.3 1.8 2.9 -15.0 -131 14.0
16:30–16:35 94000 4.5 0.8 3.1 -30.0 -132 11.0
16:45–16:50 96700 4.9 0.6 3.5 -38.0 -140 12.0
17:00–17:05 103800 5.5 0.4 4.2 -49.0 -148 10.0
17:15–17:20 108000 5.6 0.37 4.2 -50.0 -148 11.0
17:30–17:35 114000 5.8 0.35 4.5 -57.0 -151 10.0
17:45–17:50 119200 6.1 0.3 5.1 -55.0 -153 12.0
18:00–18:05 125000 6.3 0.3 5.3 -58.0 -155 11.0
18:15–18:20 131400 6.5 0.2 5.9 -55.0 -158 14.0
18:30–18:35 115000 6.9 0.2 6.5 -42.0 -162 11.0

Notes. Spectra was modelled with a modified power law rigidity spectrum
(Eq.(C.1)) and PAD with a single Gaussian (Eq.(C.2)).

(e.g. Cramp et al. 1997; Mishev et al. 2021). Here we rescaled
the DOMC/DOMB mini NMs to a standard 6NM64 similarly to
Caballero-Lopez (2016); Lara et al. (2016).
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